Election Intervention
Questionnaire Post-Election Visit
Male
SR.NO
_________________________________________________________________________
ENUMERATOR NAME & CODE

_________________________________________________________________________
REVENUE VILLAGE NAME & CODE

_________________________________________________________________________
SETTLEMENT NAME& CODE

_________________________________________________________________________
MOHALLA NAME& CODE

CENSUS ID

NAME OF THE HOUSEHOLD HEAD
_________________________________________________________________________
NAME OF THE HOUSEHOLD HEAD´S FATHER
_________________________________________________________________________

0

Section 1 Household Characteristics
1
Which language do you speak at home? [Interviewer: Prompt if necessary: That is, the language of your group of origin]
Urdu
1
Pushto
5
Sindhi
2
Seraiki
6
Punjabi
3
Bhahvi
7
Other, specify:
English
4
8
__________
SR.
#
2.

3.

Questions
Religion

Answers
_________________

Codes

Instructions

1=Muslim
2=Christian
3=Hindu
4=Sikh
5=Other_________________

Parent -Zaat/Biradari

Use village list.
_________________

4.
5.

Sub -Zaat/Biradari
Household Size

Use village list.
_________________
Children <18
Adult
Adult
Male
Female
Male
Female

Section 2 Assets
Housing
1.
1

A)

Ownership status

B)

No. of Rooms

________________________

C) Type (Wall)
D)

1. 2.

2. 3.

3. 4.

1=owned
Specify……

What type of toilet is used by
your household?

Are any of the following items
owned by this household
presently?

4. A

Refrigerator

5. B

Freezer

1=Piped water
2= Hand pump
3=Motorized pumping / Tubewell
4=Open well
5=Closed well
7=Canal / River / Stream
9=Other (Specify……)

_____________________________

(Enter number of the following items
owned by the household) If they don’t
owned any item write “00”

Exhaust)

7. D

Geyser (Gas, Electric)

8. E

Washing machine/dryer

9. F

Cooking stove

Write the ownership status of
the building

1=Flush connected to public sewerage
2= Flush
connected to pit
3=Flush connected to open drain
4=Dry raised
latrine
5=Dry pit latrine
6= No toilet in
the household

Fan (Ceiling, Table, Pedestal,
6. C

3=others

1=Katcha
2=Pacca
3=Katcha/Pacca
1=Thatch
2=Wood
3=Tin
4=concrete
5=Iron/brick/tile
6= Wood/brick/tile
7=Gadar/Shahteer/Baley

Roof

What is the main source of
drinking water for the
household?

2=rented

2

6=Pond
8=Spring

Cooking Range, Microwave
10. G

oven

11. H

TV

12. I

VCR, VCP/ CD player

13. J

Radio / cassette player

14. K

Sewing/Knitting Machine

15. L

Dish Antenna

16. M

Decoder

17. N

Cable Service
Land Ownership

5.
Total owned land
(inside and outside the
village)

1 - Total owned
land
Area

2 - Inherited Land
(Even if no longer under household
ownership)
Unit Area
Unit
1=Kanals
3=Foot
4=Marlas
5=Beegha \Jaraib
6=Farlang

a

Residential Land

b

Cultivable

c

Uncultivable

6.

Does your household owned any major agricultural assets /
machinery such as tractor, tube well, thresher or trolley

7.

Private means of transportation
A) Bicycles

2=Acres

1=Yes
2=No

Number
Write 0 if respondent does not
have that means of
transportation

B) Motorcycles
C) Car
D) Bullock/Donkey/Camel/Tanga (with horse) carts
8. Quantity of Livestock (Number of animals):
3

a- Cows

b- Buffalo

c-Goats

d-Sheep

e- Bullock

f- Camels

g- Donkeys

h- Horses

Section 3 Networks
1
How much would you trust the following to solve a dispute for you or haven’t you heard enough about them to say?

A. Family/friends/neighbours
Traditional chiefs/Traditional
B.
courts/elders
C. Religious organizations or leaders
Non-Governmental organizations
D.
(including community based)
E. Local courts
F. National courts
G
The armed forces/police
.
H. Other government agencies
The armed forces of other
I.
countries
J. International mediators
K. The people involved in the conflict.

Not at all

Just a little

Somewhat

0

1

2

3

Don’t know/
Haven’t heard
9

0

1

2

3

9

0

1

2

3

9

0

1

2

3

9

0
0

1
1

2
2

3
3

9
9

0

1

2

3

9

0

1

2

3

9

0

1

2

3

9

0
0

1
1

2
2

3
3

9
9

4

A lot

2.

If there was a dispute between your family and another
family in this or a neighboring village (say for example on an
issue related to land or the honor or respect of a family
member), who are the people or institutions to whom you
would turn first for a resolution?
Who else would you turn to if the first person/institution was
unable to resolve the problem?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Maalik/Chaudry/Zamindar/Wadera
Pir/Murshid
Elected local politicians
MNA/MPA
Local labor managers
(kamdar/munshis)
6. Government administrators/Policy
__________________
7. Insaaf committee
8. Traditional Panchayat
9. Family (Extended family)
10. Numberdar
11. Other (please
specify___________)

Do not prompt. If the
response is not one of the
options listed, use code 11
and describe it in detail in
each case. Check with your
supervisor once the
settlement is completed

First check if the household
belongs to any of the
groups/ institutions identified
in the village (on the zaat
list) - then probe further to
get membership in any other
organizations/ groups

3.

Do you or any other member of your household participate
in any groups or organizations in this village? (for example
are you a member of any Masjid Committee, Zakat & Ushr
Committee, Water user’s group / farmer’s organization,
School Countil /PTA, Village development welfare/ Falahi
Behbood committee, Bisi committee, or Sports group)

1 = Yes
2 = No

4.

Has your household ever participated in any community
development activity (organized by anyone in this village)

1=Yes
2=No

5.

If a NGO were to start working in
your village, would you or any male
member be interested in getting
involved?

1 = Yes
2 = No

6.

If a NGO were to start working in
your village, would you or any male
member be allowed to getting
involved?

1 = Yes
2 = No

7.

In making important decisions about your household (marriages,
children’s education etc.) does your household follow the advice
of a pir or murshid?

1 = Yes
2 = No
5

8.

Are you aware of what a community citizen’s board (CCB) is?

1 = Yes
2 = No  Q10
1 = Yes
2 = No

Have you or any member of your household participated in a
CCB

9.

10.

Does any member of your
household or extended family
………….
A) Hold any political office
(such as councilor, Nazim,
etc)?
B) Hold any religious or
hereditary office

1=yes
2=No (Skip to next
option)

Code of office

__________

__________

Religious or hereditary
office

political office

1=Numberdar
2=Panchayat/Jirga
member
3=Hereditary community
leader
4=Hereditary religious
leader

5=Councillor
6=Naib/Nazim
7=Nazim
8=MNA
9=MPA 10=Other
(specify_____________)

Section 4 Perceptions
Let’s talk for a moment about the kind of society we would like to have in this country. Which of the following statements is closest
to your view? [Interviewer: Probe for strength of opinion: Do you agree or agree very strongly?]

1
Only those who are well educated should be allowed to vote
Strongly Agree
1

Agree
2

Disagree
3

Strongly Disagree
4

2
In our country, women should have equal rights and receive the same treatment as men do.
Strongly Agree
1

Agree
2

Disagree
3

Strongly Disagree
4
6

3
A. Women should have the same chance of being elected to political office as men.
Strongly Agree
1

Agree
2

Disagree
3

Strongly Disagree
4

4
The media should be free to publish any news without fear of being shut down.
Strongly Agree
1

Agree
2

Disagree
3

Strongly Disagree
4

5 Here is a list of actions that people sometimes take as citizens. For each of these, please tell me whether you, personally, have done
any of these things during the past year. [If Yes, read out options 2-4]. If not, would you do this if you had the chance?
[For No, read out options 0 and 1]
YES
NO
Would if had the
Would never do
Often
Several times
Once or twice
Don’t know
chance
this
A. Attended a
community
4
3
2
1
0
9
organization
meeting
B. Got together with
others to raise an
4
3
2
1
0
9
issue
C. Attend a
demonstration or
4
3
2
1
0
9
protest march
D. Attended a local
4
3
2
1
0
9
budget meeting
E. Contacted a local
government
4
3
2
1
0
9
councilor (Nazim,
Naib Nazim)
F. Contacted a
4
3
2
1
0
9
political party official

7

G. Contacted a
religious leader (Pir,
Murshid)
h. Contacted a
traditional ruler
(Wadera, Maalik,
Numberdar)

4

3

2

1

0

9

4

3

2

1

0

9

6
What, if anything, does “democracy” mean to you? [Interviewer: Record the answer to this question in Q6 below. Read the question in the
language of the interview, but always state the word “democracy” in English. Only translate into local language if respondent does not
understand word “democracy.” Record whether respondent understood English word or required a local language translation].
Understood “democracy” in English or local language
Did not understand the word or question, even in local
language

1
2

Understood this question and word “democracy” in local
3
language
[Do not read options. Accept up to three answers. If respondent offers more than three options, ask “Which three of these are the most
important?”; if respondent offers one or two answers, ask “Anything else?” Write verbatim responses in blanks in English. DO NOT select
codes – codes will be assigned by Field Supervisors.]
st

Q6a. ______________________________________________________ [Write in 1 response ]
nd

Q6b.______________________________________________________ [Write in 2 response]
rd

Q6c.______________________________________________________ [Write in 3 response]
st

Nothing/Democracy has no meaning
Positive Replies
Civil liberties / personal freedoms (eg
freedom of speech, religion, movement,
etc…)
Government by, for, of the people /
popular rule
Voting / elections / multiparty competition
Peace / unity / power sharing
Social / economic development

nd

rd

1 response
Q6pt1
0

2 response
Q6pt2

3 response
Q6pt3

1

1

1

2

2

2

3
4
5

3
4
5
8

3
4
5

Equality / justice
Majority rule
Governance / effectiveness /
accountability / rule of law
National independence / people’s self
determination
Mutual respect
Working together
Other positive meanings
Negative Replies
Conflict / confusion
Corruption / abuse of power
Social / economic hardship
Other negative meanings
Null / neutral replies
Civilian politics / government
Change of government / leadership /
laws
Other neutral / null meanings
Supervisor could not code the response
No further reply
Don’t know / Did not understand the
question

6
7

6
7

6
7

8

8

8

9

9

9

10
11
12

10
11
12

10
11
12

14
15
16
17

14
15
16
17

14
15
16
17

19

19

19

20

20

20

21
990

21
990
996

21
990
996

999

7. There are many ways to govern a country. Would you disapprove or approve of the following alternatives?
[Interviewer: Probe for strength of opinion]
Strongly
Neither Approve
Disapprove
Approve
Strongly Approve
Disapprove
Nor Disapprove
Only one political
party is allowed to
A
1
2
3
4
5
stand for election
and hold office.
The army comes
B in to govern the
1
2
3
4
5
country.

9

Don’t know

9

9

There are no
elections, no MPA
C or MNA and the
president can
decide everything.

1

2

3

4

8
What, if anything, would you do to try and resolve each of the following situations?
[Do not read options] [Enter single code only]
Use
Lodge connect
a
ions
complai
with
nt
influenti
through
al
Offer tip
Join in Public
Other
proper
people or bribe
Protest
channel Elected
s or
Repres
proced entative
ures
s
Wazing
B. Election
officials left
2
3
4
5
6
your name off
the voters roll
D. The police
wrongly
arrested
2
3
4
5
6
someone in
your family
E. Someone
wrongly
2
3
4
5
6
seized your
family’s land

5

9

Nothing because
nothing can be
done

Don’t know

7

9

7

9

7

9

9
In your opinion, how often do MPA/MNA do each of the following?
[Read out options]
Always

Often

Rarely
10

Never

Don’t know

A. Make promises simply to get
elected
B. Offer gifts to voters during
election campaigns
C. Keep making empty promises
after the elections also
D. Do their best to deliver
development after elections

3

2

1

0

9

3

2

1

0

9

3

2

1

0

9

3

2

1

0

9

Let’s turn to your views on your fellow citizens.
10
Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you must be very careful in dealing with people?
Most people can be trusted

1

You must be very careful

0

Don’t know [Do not read]

9

Section 5 Access to and Use of Media
SR. #

Questions

1.

Do you have access to a radio?

2.

For how many days last week dis
you listen to the radio?
On a typical day how many hours do
you listen to the radio?
What radio station do you turn on
first for news about the World?

3.
4.

Answers

Codes
Yes=1
No=2 q8
Number of days
hrs

min

____________________________________
5.

What radio station do you turn on
first for news about the Pakistan?
____________________________________

11

1=Radio Pakistan
2= FM 106 3= FM 98
4= BBC
5= VOA
6= Other(Specify……..)
1=Radio Pakistan
2= FM 106
3= FM 98
4= Other(Specify……..)

Instructions

6.

What radio station do you turn on
first for entertainment?
____________________________________

7.

For the following news radio
stations, do you think the following
attributes apply to them?

1=Radio Pakistan
2= FM 106
3= FM 98
4= FM 92
5= Other(Specify……..)
1=Strongly agree
2= Agree
3=Disagree
4= Strongly disagree
5=NA

Radio Station Code :

a) Has comprehensive news coverage

b) Has good analysis of news

c) Is always on the site of events

e) Has unique access to information

8.

Do you have access to a TV?

9.

For how many days last week did
you watch TV?
On a typical day how many hours do
you watch TV?
Do you have access to a TV with
cable server or a dish?

10.
11.
12.

Yes=1
No=2 next section
Number of days
hrs

min

What TV channel do you turn on first
for news about the World?
____________________________________
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1 = Yes
2 = No
1= Ptv
2= KTN News
3= Sindh TV News
4= Geo
5=Aaj
6=
ARY
7= Others (Specify…

1=Radio Pakistan
2= BBC
3= FM 98/ FM 106

13.

What TV channel do you turn on first
for news about the Pakistan?
____________________________________

14.

What TV channel station do you turn
to first for entertainment?

____________________________________
15.

For the following TV news
channels, do you think the
following attributes apply to
them?

TV CHANNEL Code: :

a) Has comprehensive news coverage

1= Ptv
2= KTN News
3= Sindh TV News
4= Geo
5=Aaj
6=
ARY
7= Others (Specify…
1= Ptv
2= KTN
3= Sindh TV
4= Geo
5= Kashish TV
6= Star Plus
7= Star Utsav
8= Others (Specify…
1=Strongly agree
2= Agree
3=Disagree
4= Strongly disagree
5=NA

1= Ptv
2= Sindh TV/
KTN News
3= Geo/Aaj/ARY

b) Has good analyses

c) Is always on the site of events

e) Has unique access to information

Section 6: Pre-election Activity
SR. # Questions

Answers

Codes
13

Instructions

1.

Did any local politician or anyone
from any POLITICAL PARTY come
to your home to campaign for
specific candidate?

1 = Yes
2 = No  Q4

2.

Did they talked directly to you?

1 = Yes
2 = No

3.

Whom Political Party they belonged
to?

4.

Did anyone from any NGO came to
your home in order to give you
information on the importance of
participating in the national
elections, other than Marvi/MRDO ?

5.

Who came?

Political party code

_____

No. of visits

Political party code

_____

No. of visits

Political party code

_____

No. of visits

1 = Yes
2 = No  q6

a) NGO name ______________________ No. of visits
b) NGO name ______________________ No. of visits

6.

Did anyone supporting a political
party or candidate who visited your
household to campaign for a
candidate give your household’s any
gifts or other assistance?

1= PPPP
2=PML
(F)
3=MQM
4=PML
(Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto)
6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Other
(specify)

Political party code

_____

Political party code

_____

Political party code

_____
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1 = Yes (If yes then write
number of visits)
2 = No

1= PPPP
2=PML
(F)
3=MQM
4=PML
(Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto)
6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Other
(specify…..)

7.

Did you attend any political rallies
in/near your village BEFORE Feb 5th
?

1 = Yes
2 = No  9

8.

Which political party organized the
rally?
(allow for multiple response)

1= PPPP
2=PML
(F)
3=MQM
4=PML
(Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto)
6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Other
(specify…..)

Political party code
_____

_____

_____

_____

9.

Did you attend any political rallies
in/near your village AFTER Feb 5th ?

1 = Yes
2 = No  Skip Next Section

10.

Which political party organized the
rally?

1= PPPP
2=PML
(F)
3=MQM
4=PML
(Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto)
6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Other
(specify…..)

Section 7: Knowledge of Candidates
NATIONAL ASSEMBLY SEAT
SR. # Questions
1.
Can you please tell me which
political party is associated
with the following signs?

2.

Political party code
_____

Answers
1
7

2
,

_____

3
,

_____

4
,

_____

5
,

6
,

Can you tell me the name of
the two main parties
contesting from your area for
the NATIONAL ASSEMBLY
SEAT?
15

,

Codes
Correct match with Party
name=1
Correct match with Party
leadership =2
Unable to match with Party
name=3
1 = Yes
2 = No  q4

(enumerator should use
Benazir’s 40th as
reference for day)

(enumerator should use
Benazir’s 40th as
reference for day)

Instructions
Enumerator: show
respondent Party
signs using a
laminated sheet

3.

4.

5.

Party Names

Political party code:

_____ Enumerator recall code:

Political party code:

_____ Enumerator recall code:

Could you tell me the gender
of the main candidate from
each party who were
contesting in your area?

Political party code:

_____ Gender:

Political party code:

_____ Gender:

Do you know the names of the
candidates from (party 1) and
(party (2) who contested the
national assembly seat?

Political party code:

Candidate Code NA:

1= Male
2= Female
3= Don’t Know

Recall Code

__________________
Political party code:

Enumerator: recall code:
1=perfect recall of party
name
2=partial recall of party
name
3= Party sign only

Candidate Code NA:

Recall Code

Political Party Code
1= PPPP
2=PML (F)
3=MQM
4=PML (Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto)
6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Other
(specify…..)
Candidate Code NA

________________
Enumerator: recall code:
perfect recall of candidate
name=1
partial recall of candidate
name=2
no recall of candidate
name=3
16

Do not tell them the
names of the parties
and observe will
respondent be able
to tell you the
EXACT name of the
political party
NOTE: Use same
political codes that
were mentioned in
previous section
Political Party Code
1= PPPP
2=PML
(F)
3=MQM
4=PML
(Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed
Bhutto) 6=MMA
7=NPP
8=
Other (specify…..)

6.

7.

8.

9.

Did you hear about the
imposition of emergency rule
and the house arrest of some,
lawyers, Aitazaz Ahsan, Ali
Ahmad Kurd, Tariq Mehmood
Chaudhary and removal of
judges, including Iftikhar
Muhammad Chaudhry, the
Chief Justice of Supreme
Court?
In your opinion, what was the
position of each of the main
political parties on the issue of
the removal from service of
Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry,
the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court and the other
lawyers?
In your opinion what is the
most important thing the
government should do to
improve the condition of
women in our country?

In your opinion, which of these
candidate’s is most likely to
work towards this?

Yes=1
No=2 q8

Political Party code:

_________ Position Code:

Political Party code:

__________ Position Code:

____________________________________

Political Party code:
__________________
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Position Code :
In favor of removal=1
Against removal, and will
reinstate once elected=2
I don’t Know the position
of the Party=3
1=Job opportunity while at
home
2= School college facility
near home
3=independence to solve
own problems
4= Local level vocational
training centre (stitching &
embroidery)
5= others (specify )
Political Party Code
1= PPPP
2=PML (F)
3=MQM
4=PML (Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto)
6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Other
(specify…..)
9= Don´t know

10.

11.

12.

13.

On a scale from 1-10. 1 being
the least competent and 10
being the most competent,
how would you rate the
competency of these
candidates?
Who won the national seat
from your area?

Political Party code:

___________

Scale:

Political Party code

___________

Scale:

00=Don´t know

Enumerator: recall code:
1=perfect recall of party
Party name/ Sign:
Enumerator recall code:
name
Candidate Code NA: ________ Enumerator recall code:
2=partial recall of party
name
3= I don’t know
Do you think that in your
1= Winner won by large
village the winner of the NA
margin
seat won by a large margin, or
2= Close contest
_______________________________________________________
that instead it was a close
3= Other, specify
contest?
4= Don,t know
Do you know who was elected
Prime Minister a few weeks
ago?

1=Known the name
2=Don’t Know

PROVINCIAL ASSEMBLY SEAT
SR. # Questions
14.
Can you please tell me which
political party is associated
with the following signs?

15.

Answers
1
7

2
,

3
,

4
,

5
,

6
,

Can you tell me the name of
the two main parties contesting
from your area for the
PROVINCIAL ASSEMBLY
SEAT?

18

,

Codes
Correct match with Party
name=1
Correct match with Party
leadership =2
Unable to match with Party
name=3
1 = Yes
2 = No  q17

Instructions
Enumerator: show
respondent Party
signs using a
laminated sheet

16.

17.

18.

Party Names

Political party code:

_______ Enumerator recall code:

Political party code:

_______ Enumerator recall code:

Could you tell me the gender
of the main candidate from
each party who were
contesting in your area?

Political party code:

_____ Gender:

Political party code:

_____ Gender:

Do you know the names of the
candidates from (party 1) and
(party (2) who contested the
national assembly seat?

Political party code:

Candidate Code NA:

1= Male
2= Female
3= Don’t Know

Recall Code

_____________
Political party code:

Enumerator: recall code:
1=perfect recall of party
name
2=partial recall of party
name
3= Party sign only

Candidate Code NA:

_____________
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Recall Code

Political Party Code
1= PPPP
2=PML (F)
3=MQM
4=PML (Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto)
6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Other
(specify…..)
Candidate Code NA
(See separate sheet)
Enumerator: recall code:
perfect recall of candidate
name=1
partial recall of candidate
name=2
no recall of candidate
name=3

Do not tell them the
names of the parties
and observe will
respondent be able
to tell you the
EXACT name of the
political party
NOTE: Use same
political codes that
were mentioned in
previous section
Political Party Code
1= PPPP
2=PML (F)
3=MQM
4=PML (Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed
Bhutto) 6=MMA
7=NPP
8=
Other (specify…..)

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

In your opinion what is the
most important thing the
government should do to
improve the condition of
women in our country?

In your opinion, which of these
candidate’s is most likely to
work towards this?

On a scale from 1-10. 1 being
the least competent and 10
being the most competent,
how would you rate the
competency of these
candidates?
Who won the national seat
from your area?

Do you think that in your
village the winner of the PS
seat won by a large margin, or
that instead it was a close
contest?

____________________________________________________

Political Party code:
________________________________

Political Party code:

_____

Scale:

Political Party code

_____

Scale:

1=Job opportunity while at
home
2= School college facility
near home
3=independence to solve
own problems
4= Local level vocational
training centre (stitching &
embroidery)
5= others (specify )
Political Party Code
1= PPPP
2=PML (F)
3=MQM
4=PML (Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto)
6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Other
(specify…..)
9= Don´t know
00=Don´t know

Enumerator: recall code:
1=perfect
recall of party
Party name/ Sign:
Enumerator recall code:
name
Candidate Code NA: ________ Enumerator recall code:
2=partial recall of party
name
3= I don’t know
1= Winner won by large
margin
2= Close contest
_______________________________________________________
3= Other, specify
4=DON’T KNOW
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Section 8: Election Day Environment: General
(to be asked regardless of whether respondent voted)
SR. #
1.

Questions
How would you describe the overall
atmosphere on election day?

2.

On election day, did you personally
witness or hear of any type of
violence in/near your village?

3.

Where was your polling station
located?

4.

How far was the polling station from
your home?

5.

Do you have a CNIC?

Answers

Polling Station Code:

Recall Code

Codes
1=Safe
2=Somewhat unsafe
3=Very unsafe
1 = Yes
2 = No

Instructions

Recall Code
1=Respondent knows
2= Respondent does not know

Instructions: Enumerator
should enter the polling
station location code
from the list first and
then ask the question

Km

_________________________________

1= Yes, and available right now  8
2= Yes, but with someone in the HH
and not available right now 8
3= Yes, but with someone other than
HH Member (specify
whom____________)
4= No, but have an NIC? >> skip next
question
5= No, and do not have NIC? >> skip
next question
1 = Yes
2 = No

6.

Did you have your CNIC/NIC with
you before the election on February
18th?

7.

After February 5th did you or a family
member try to get a CNIC/NIC for
you?

1 = Yes
2 = No

8.

Was your name on the voter list?

1 = Yes
2 = No
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9.

10.

After February 5th , did you or a
family member check to see if you
were on the voter list?
Was your name on the voter list
when your checked or did you need
to have it added to the list?

1 = Yes
2 = No 11
1=Was already on the list
2=Had it added
3=Could not have it added

11.
On the whole, how would you rate the freeness and fairness of the last national election, held in February 18 th 2008. Was it:
Completely free and fair
1
Free and fair, but with minor problems
2
Free and fair, with major problems
3
Not free and fair
4
Do not understand question [Do not read]
8
Don’t know [DO NOT READ]
9
Section 9: Electoral Participation
SR. #
1.

Questions
In the election of Feb 18th, 2008
were you allowed to vote?

2.

We have the polling station
results for your village, so we
know who voted from the village,
but we wanted to verify the
information directly with you,.
Could you please tell us if you
voted in the Feb election?

Answers

Codes
1=Yes
2 = No  >> q4
1=Yes q4
2= No
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Instructions

3.

Why did you not vote?
Please give the most important
reason

1=No NIC / CNIC
2=Not on the voting list
____________________________________________
3=Not important
4=Politics does not interest me
5=I don’t understand the voting
process
6=It doesn’t make a difference.
7=Did not like any of the candidates
8= Could not chose a candidate of
my own choice
9= Other (specify)
__________________

4. Let me ask you some questions about the men in your household:
4-A. Full Name

4-B Was he
allowed to Vote?
1=Yes
2=No

4-C Did he Vote?
1=Yes
2=No next male

4-D Whom did he vote for?
1= PPPP
2=PML (F)
3=MQM
4=PML (Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto) 6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Don’t know
9=Don’t want to tell
10= Other (specify…..)
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

5.Could you tell us the following information about the following female family members?
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5-A.
Woman
Number

5-B. Full Name

(Pre enter from previous roster)

5-C Was she
allowed to Vote?
1=Yes
2=No

5-D Did She Vote?
1=Yes
2=NoNext women

5-E Whom did she vote for?
1= PPPP
2=PML (F)
3=MQM
4=PML (Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto) 6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Don’t know
9=Don’t want to tell
10= Other (specify…..)
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

Section 10: Election Day Environment: Polling station
(only if person/individual voted)
SR. #
0.

1.

2.

3.

Questions
Did you vote

Did you have your CNIC/NIC card
before you left for the polling
station?
Were you given your NIC at any
point before you went into the
polling booth?
By whom were you given your
NIC?

Answers

Codes
1=Yes
2=No Next Section
1=Yes  Q4
2= No
1=Yes
2=No Q4

_______________________
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Instructions

4.

5.
6.

How did you travel to the polling
station?

_______________________

Were you accompanied by anyone
else?
Who accompanied you?

7.

At what time did you get to the
polling station?

8.

How would you describe the
atmosphere at the polling station
itself?

9.

How long was your wait at the
polling station?

1= On foot
2= Own transportation
3= Public transportation
4= Transportation provided by a political
party (specify which)
5= Transportation provided by a village
wadera (specify if possible)
1 = Yes
2 = No Q7
1=Husband/ Wife
2= other male member of household
3=other women from hhold
4=friend
5=relatives
1= Before 12:00pm
2=between 12:00pm and 3:00pm
3=between 3:00pm and 5:00pm
1=Safe
2=Somewhat unsafe
3=Unsafe

:
HH

MM

10.

Were the voting instructions
displayed appropriately for the
voters?

1 = Yes
2 = No
3= Don´t know

11.

Did the area close to the polling
station (school compound?) have
banners and posters of any party or
candidate
Did the polling station itself have
banners and posters of the parties
and candidates?

1 = Yes
2 = No

12.

1 = Yes
2 = No
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13.

Did political parties have camps for
assisting voters?

14.

Did you go into any camp?

15.

Which party’s camp did you go
into?

16.

Were loud speakers used by any of
the political party camps?

17.

Did anyone attempt to persuade
you to vote for a specific candidate
at the polling station?

18.

Were any of the polling staff
wearing badges, buttons or stickers
of any party or candidate?

1 = Yes
2 = No

19.

Do you think the polling staff was
favouring a specific party or
candidate?

1 = Yes
2 = No Q21

20.

Which party and candidate?

21.

Was the area/booth where you put
the stamp on your ballot paper
completely private?
Was someone present inside the
booth with you when you voted?
Did someone try to come inside the
booth with you?
Did you ask him/her to go inside
the booth with you?

22.
23.
24.

1 = Yes
2 = NoQ17
1 = Yes
2 = NoQ16
Political Party Code
POLITICAL PARTY CODE
1= PPPP
2=PML (F)
_____________________________________
3=MQM
4=PML (Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto) 6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Other (specify…..)
1 = Yes
2 = No
3= Don’t Know
1 = Yes
2 = No

Political Party Code
POLITICAL PARTY CODE
1= PPPP
2=PML (F)
_____________________________________
3=MQM
4=PML (Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto) 6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Other (specify…..)
1 = Yes
2 = No
1 = Yes Q24
2 = No
1 = Yes Q27
2 = No Q28
1 = Yes
2 = No  Q26
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25.

26.
27.

Why did you need to have
someone with you inside the
booth?
Did this person tell you who to vote
for or put the stamp for you?
Who came (or tried to come) inside
the booth with you?

28.

Could you please tell us whom you
voted for (We want to let you know
at this point that this is for a study
that will look at how men voted in
this election—your response is
completely confidential and will not
be shared with anyone-even in
your own family).

29.

Were you instructed / advised to
vote for a particular candidate or
were you able to vote in
accordance with your own
preference?

Section 11 Information Sharing
OTHER MEN IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD:
SR. # Questions
1.
During the 2 weeks before the
elections, did you discuss political
matters with the other men in your
household:

_____________________________________
1 = Yes
2 = No
_____________________________________
Political Party Code
Political Party Code
1= PPPP
2=PML (F)
_____________________________________
3=MQM
4=PML (Q)
5=PPP (Shaheed Bhutto) 6=MMA
7=NPP
8= Other (specify…..)
9= Don´t want to tell

1=Own decision
2=Instructed by Head of Household
3=Instructed by zaat biradri
4=Instructed by Maalik/Chaudry/Zamindar
5=Instructed by local political organizer
before election day
6=Instructed by local political organizer in
booth
7=Instructed by government administrator
8=Instructed by Pir / Murshid
9=Instructed by Woman inside both

Answers

Codes
1=Frequently
2=Occasionally
3=Never 5
4=Don’t know [Do not read] 5
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Instructions

2.

What was discussed?

a) Party/ Candidates positions

1=yes
2=No

b) The importance of participating in the elections
C) The importance of voting in accordance with
your
own preferences

3.
4.

Did they tell you whom you should
vote for
Did you tell them whom they should
vote for

1=yes
2=No
1=yes
2=No

OTHER MEN IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD/VILLAGE:
SR. # Questions
Answers
5.
During the 2 weeks before the
elections, did you discuss political
matters with the other men in your
neighborhood/village:
6.
What was discussed?
a) Party/ Candidates positions

Codes
1=Frequently
2=Occasionally
3=Never 9
4=Don’t know [Do not read] 9
1=yes
2=No

b) The importance of participating in the elections
C) The importance of voting in accordance with
your
own preferences

7.
8.

Did they tell you whom you should
vote for
Did you tell them whom they should
vote for

1=yes
2=No
1=yes
2=No
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Instructions

WITH ANY CLOSE FEMALE FAMILY MEMBERS:
SR. # Questions
Answers
9.
During the 2 weeks before the
elections, did you have any
conversations on political issues
with any close female family
members
10.
What was discussed?
a) Party/ Candidates positions

Codes
1=Frequently
2=Occasionally
3=Never 12
4=Don’t know [Do not read] 12
1=yes
2=No

b) The importance of participating in the elections
C) The importance of voting in accordance with
your
own preferences

11.
12.

Did they tell you whom you should
vote for
Did you tell them whom they should
vote for

1=yes
2=No
1=yes
2=No
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Instructions

Section 12 Mobility
Women No

Women Name

1. Would women in your household be willing to go to …
1= No 2=Alone Accompanied by...3= an Adult Male 4=an Adult Female 5=a Male Child 6=a Female Child 7=not
applicable
a. Bazaars inside
b. Bazaars outside c. Doctor inside
d. Doctor outside
e. Social visit
f. Social visit
the
the
the
the
inside the
outside the
village/settlement
village/settlement
village/settlement
village/settlement
village/settlement
village/settlement
(if any)
(if any)
(if any)
(if any)
(if any)
(if any)

Women No

Women Name

2. Would women in your household be allowed to go to …
1= No 2=Alone Accompanied by...3= an Adult Male 4=an Adult Female 5=a Male Child 6=a Female Child 7=not
applicable
a. Bazaars inside
b. Bazaars outside c. Doctor inside
d. Doctor outside
e. Social visit
f. Social visit
the
the
the
the
inside the
outside the
village/settlement
village/settlement
village/settlement
village/settlement
village/settlement
village/settlement
(if any)
(if any)
(if any)
(if any)
(if any)
(if any)
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Section 13 Honor
1.
If your daughter wanted to marry
someone of her own choice- from
among your extended family/zaat
would you

2.

If your daughter wanted to marry
someone of her own choice- who
was outside of your extended family/
zaat/ birddari

3.

If a married woman in your village
wanted to get a divorce from her
husband, in your opinion, should he

4.

If a married man in your village
wanted to get a divorce from his
wife, in your opinion, should she

_______________________________________

___________________________________________
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1= Allow her to marry the person
of her choice
2=Stop her and arrange her
marriage with someone of your
choosing
3= Other, specify
_______________
1= Allow her to marry the person
of her choice
2=Stop her and arrange her
marriage with someone of your
choosing
3= Other, specify
_______________
1= Grant the divorce
2= Resist granting a divorce
3=Talk to community members or
females to change her decision
4=Force her to remain in the marriage
1= Grant the divorce
2= Resist granting a divorce
3=Talk to community members or
males to change her decision
4=Force him to remain in the marriage

